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SIMBALION SOFT PASTEL PALETTE 12/24/36/48/60
COLORS
$10.00 – $42.00
Simbalion is one of the world leaders in the production and
distribution of first-rate stationery for children, hobbyists and
schools. The Soft Pastel by Simbalion offers tons of enjoyment with
60 brilliant colours made to expand your creativity skills and flare. It
has a high degree of light fastness and they are suitable for drawing
on any paper surfaces. Express your artistic side easily with the
Colours of Soft Pastel.

SKU: SBL-SP-60-P01
Categories: Color Pastel, Stationary
Tag: Color Pastel
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Is it right for me?
Suitable and safe for all ages from 7yrs and up.
Educational uses for beginners to moderate uses.
Choose from 60 beautiful colour options.
If you want to expand your creative mind and hone your artistic skills.
What can it do?
Excellent for rubbing and blending as is made from very fine particles.
Especially useful for bright tones.
Lower adhesion.
Unique square shape that works for both details and large-scale drawing.
Scratch some powder for use for the added detailing
Making your artwork look professional
Is it safe for anyone?
The Simbalion Soft Pastel is Certified non-toxic. Conforms to ASTM D4236, ASTM F963, & EN 71 Part 1, 2, 3, & 9
Description
Best for professional pastel works.
Very fine particles. Excellent for rubbing and blending.
Especially bright tones.
Lower adhesion.
Unique square shape that works for both details and large-scale drawing.
You can scratch some powder for use.
Certified non-toxic. Conforms to ASTM D4236, ASTM F963, & EN 71 Part 1, 2, 3, & 9.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight

500 g

Country of Origin

Taiwan

Colour Set

12, 24, 36, 48, 60
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